COMPANY PROFILE - 1

• Founded in 1968 has a long and successful tradition in the printed circuits industry.

• Mixing tradition with innovation the company mission remains Customer Satisfaction since 40 years.

• Designing and building state of the art and lasting equipment for the printed circuits board industry it’s our passion.

• Innovation technology and global quality are our drivers.

• ISO9001 – Vision certified. We try hard to do better every day.
COMPANY PROFILE - 2

• Headquarter (4,000 sqm) is in Burolo (Turin - Italy) where the main office and Pluritec assembly lines are located.

• A second facility is located in Borgomanero (NO) where we have our mechanical workshop and International Supplies (IS) machines are assembled.

• We globally employ 75 people and we are proud that many of them are with us since many years.

• With more then 4,000 systems installed world wide we like to be considered a global supplier for our customers.

• Sales to foreign countries are over 90% of total.
We have geographical diversified markets. Sales are almost equally distributed with China, Korea, Taiwan, Japan, North America, India, Western and Eastern Europe, Russia being the most significant.

Our customer base is quite diversified with several active accounts every year.

We take sales and support seriously and serve our customer with a global network formed by experienced engineers.

Direct sales and service office are located in France (Pluritec France), USA (Pluritec North America), Hong Kong (Pluritec Far East).

Most of our agents have factory trained service and spare parts stock available.
MANUFACTURING PROCESS

IN HOUSE PRODUCT DESIGN
- MECHANICAL DESIGN
- ELECTRICAL
- SOFTWARE

PARTS PURCHASING
- INCOMING CHECK
- SUPPLIERS CLASSIFICATION

IN HOUSE MACHINE ASSEMBLY
- PROCESS CONTROL
- QUALITY CHECK
- FINAL TEST

SHIPPING & COMMISSIONING
- INSTALLATION
- TRAINING
- SERVICE & SUPPORT

FLEXIBILITY AND QUALITY DRIVERS

- PICK THE BEST SUPPLIERS ON THE MARKET
- REACT QUICKLY TO MARKET CHANGE
- FOCUS ON ADDED VALUE TASKS
SERVICE NETWORK

Our professional service network can support our customers worldwide

- Direct service is located in:
  - Italy (Torino – Milano – Ancona)
  - France (Paris)
  - USA (New York – California)
  - China (Shenzhen – Shanghai)

- Additional Service from Authorized Service Providers (ASP) available in:
  - Spain
  - U.K
  - Germany
  - Russia
  - India
  - Singapore
  - Taiwan
  - Korea
  - USA (WI)

Our ASP are factory trained spare parts are available in all locations.
INSTALLED BASE

- Pluritec: 4000 units installed worldwide – 300 active machines in North America
- IS: 3500 units worldwide – 450 machines in North America
- Ecospray: 120 units world wide – 15 North America

Pluritec US customers includes:
  - TTM (NASDAQ-TTMI)
  - Sanmina (NASDAQ-SANM)
  - Northrop Grumman (NYSE:NOC)
  - Lockheed Martin (NYSE:LMT)
PRODUCTS

• Our dedicated business units develop and manufacture different equipment:

• PLURITEC (pluritec.com)
  • Drilling machine
  • Routing machine
  • X-Ray equipment
  • Shearing and beveling
  • Automation

• IS – International Supplies (internationalsupplies.it)
  • Surface preparation
  • Resist lines
  • Washing and drying

• Ecospray (ecospray.it)
  • Spray coating for solder mask
  • Oven
  • Automation
PLURITEC PRODUCTS

DRILLING ROUTING
- MULTISTATION
- C FLEX
- D2
- D6

X-RAY DRILLING
- INSPECTA COMBO
- INSPECTA S
- X-MEASURE
- X-VISION

AUTOMATION
- EVO AUTOLOAD
- INSPECTA AUTOLOAD
- INSPECTA W/BEVELING
- INSPECTA AUTO LOAD UNLOAD
ECOSPRAY PRODUCTS

SPRAY COATING

A2S AUTOMATIC LOADING UNLOADING WITH DRY OVEN

PANEL HANDLING SYSTEMS

BUFFERS

TRANSPORTS

DEVIATORS
PLURITEC ASSEMBLY LINES
AUTOMATION
Automatic loading unloading systems
SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Automatic unloading connect with panel selection systems:
CUSTOMERS

TTM GROUP, SANMINA GROUP, VIASYSTEM, CANDOR, DAP (KOREA), SOMACIS, ELEC&ELTEK, FOUR SEA, FU HSIN, GULTECH, PRINTRONICS, SHENZEN SHENNAN CIRCUIT, GOLD CIRCUITS, UNIMICRON, YA HSIN ELECTRONICS, ZHUHAI FOUNDER TECHNOLOGY, PCB BENESOV, ASPOCOMP, CIRELEC, CIREP, LITHIS, PLANTIN, SAGEM, SOCIMET, SOS ELECTRONICS, SYNERGIE CAD, TECHCI, FUBA, STORZ, INVOTEC, GRAPHIC, OPTION TECHNOLOGIES, ELCO GUANDONG, ELCO ITALY, HITELAP, AT&S, CIPSA, BLG, GENUS, HI-Q ELECTRONICS, EPITOME, SHOGHINI, HI-REL COMPONENTS, PRECISION ELECTRONICS, PRISM CIRCUITRONICS, MELTA, PRINT ELECTRONICS, PCB TECHNOLOGIES, ELTEK, ALBA, FIMA, CST, CISEL. CISTELAYER, CORONA, ELCO CISRCUITI STAMPATI, ELEPRINT, ELTOS, O.M.R., SILGA, SO.MA.CIS, SPEI, TECNOMASTER, SAMSUNG ELECTRO MECHANICS, HI-TECH CORP, CIRCUIT PLUS, SANMINA, VISION INDUTRIES, RAMAER, APEX, AUTO DRILLING, KCE GROUP, CIV, HARBOR, GORILLA, INTEGRATED TEST, QUALITY CIRCUITS, TELEDYNE, LOCKEED MARTIN, HEI, OSRAM, SELCOM, CELESTICA, SUNTEK, NORTROP GRUMMAN.